Cross-State Kickoff of the STEM Regional Collaboratives
Yucatan 1, Coronado Springs Resort, Orlando, DREAM 2014
February 24, 2014, 12-4 pm

12:00-12:30 Lunch, Welcome and Introductions
Ryan Kelsey, Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust
Richard Kazis, Jobs for the Future

12:30-1:00 Discussion of the Opportunity, Activities and Reform Principles
Lara Couturier, Jobs for the Future

1:00-1:45 Collaborative Sharing of Plans
Each Collaborative Lead will discuss three aspects of their proposals:
initially selected STEM pathways; people and organizations included in
the STEM Regional Collaborative; and the interventions/reform principles
the Collaborative is planning to implement.

1:45-2:00 Break

2:00-2:45 Validating STEM Pathways with Real-Time LMI
Mary Wright, Jobs for the Future

2:45-3:30 Regional Collaborative Team Planning
- Please review the draft workplan template (in your folder) and
  consider the steps needed for your Collaborative to begin
  workplanning. Please consider roles, responsibilities, timelines, etc.
  Feedback on the draft workplan is welcome and encouraged.
- Please review the draft agenda for the In-State Kickoff Institute (in
  your folder). Feedback is welcome and encouraged.

3:30-4:00 Cross-Collaborative Discussions
This initiative seeks to build a robust cross-state network for dialogue,
sharing and learning. Please meet with other Collaborative team
members according to the number on the back of your nametag. Please
use the discussion tool in your folder to facilitate a Cross-Collaborative
discussion.

4:00 Wrap-up